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The man trapped in a hole at Yering was taken to hospital.
Source: News Limited
A MAN has been rescued after being trapped inside a concrete hole for more than two hours.
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According to the CFA, the man fell down the hole, which was estimated to be 3m deep, at a property off
the Melba Highway near Yering this morning.
Five CFA crews were called to the incident at 10.55am.
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A man who fell down a threemetre deep trench on a property at
Yering has been freed and is on his way to hospital.
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As the man was found in a confined space, crews had to plan a methodical rescue, but were eventually
able to use a tripod device to lift the man free at 12.50pm.
Ambulance crews then briefly tended to the man before transporting him to a nearby hospital.
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Goodes crowd stoush ‘could lead to riot’

UPDATE: EDDIE McGuire’s grim warning about the potential escalation of the Adam Goodes booing
issue as the AFL pleads with supporters to restore footy’s reputation.

ISLAND HOME? This is what you could buy overseas

THE local property market is running hot as Melbourne’s median price hits new heights, but you’ll be
shocked at what the same cash can buy overseas.
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